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GUEST EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION

Perceptual Organization in Computer Vision: Status,
Challenges, and Potential

1. HISTORICAL SUMMARY
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In a classic experiment, Smith [1] presented a perceptu
random stimulus to subjects who were asked to reproduc
The reproduced set was then used as a stimulus for a seco
of subjects who were also asked to reproduce what they w
shown. After about 12 cascades the final reproduction h
definite structure to it. The subjects had (gradually) impo
organization on an entirely random stimulus! The experim
indicates the importance of organization in human percep
The human visual system values organization to such a de
that it attempts to find (or impose) it even when none actu
exists. Clearly this heuristic behavior has evolved in a wo
which, generally, is very much structured. By perceptual or
nization we refer to this ability of a vision system to organ
detected features, or primitives, in images based on for insta
Gestaltic criteria. To put it another way, perceptual organiza
can be defined as the ability to impose structural regularity
sensory data, so as to group sensory primitives arising fro
common underlying cause. This sort of organization then
mits the formation of object hypotheses with minimal dom
knowledge and, therefore, minimal restrictions.

The importance of finding organization in sensory data
long been recognized by researchers in human vision, espe
the Gestalt psychologists. However, until relatively recently,
roles of structure and organization have been minimal in c
puter vision systems. Nevertheless, perceptual organizatio
been identified as one of the insufficiently emphasized area
computer vision, lying as it does in the “middle ground” betwe
low-level and high-level processing.

Early work in perceptual organization in computer visi
dates back to Marr [2] (curvilinear groupings), Witkin a
Tenenbaum [3], and Lowe [4]. It was then that the well-kno
principle of nonaccidentalness, also known as the principl
common cause or the coincidence explanation, was postu
for perceptual organization. This principle states that it is hig
unlikely for organized arrangements of image features to a
by chance and hence, the occurrence of such is significant. S
the work of Lowe, who showed that even simple organizatio
such as parallel lines and rectangles, can drastically prun
recognition search tree, there have been a number of cont
tions that demonstrate the importance of perceptual organiz
for various vision tasks, e.g., object recognition [5, 6], stereo
ally
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and change detection [14]. In addition, there has been an incre
in the study of perceptual organization as a task in itself, sim
to studies in shape fromX. Indeed, it can be argued that a rea
sonable computational model of perception can be built arou
the notion of repeated detection and classification of organi
structure. Again, however, despite these observations, the
potential of perceptual organization in computer vision is f
from being realized.

2. STATE OF THE COMMUNITY

In computer vision, the term “perceptual organization” h
been used by various researchers in various contexts, at
ferent levels of vision processing, and with respect to differe
feature types. This practice has blurred the meaning of the te
“perceptual organization.” To restore focus to this domain,
[15] we proposed a classificatory structure and a nomenclat
based on the sensor signal dimensionality, level of abstract
and module inputs and outputs. That is, perceptual groupi
differ from one another with respect to the types of constitue
features being organized and the dimensions over which the
ganizations are sought [3, p. 521]. We used these two fac
as two axes in our classificatory structure, depicted in Table
One axis represents the dimensions over which organizatio
sought: 2D, 3D (or 212D), 2D plus motion, and 3D (212D) plus
motion. The other axis denotes the feature types to be organi
stratified by layers of abstraction: signal level, primitive leve
structural level, and assembly level.

The signal level pertains to organizing the raw signal, f
example, gray-level images in 2D, range images in 21

2D, motion
sequences in 2D plus motion, and range sequences in 3D
motion. The next two levels (primitive and structural) are bas
on the “dimensionality” of the feature with respect to the doma
of organization. The criterion of dimensionality, although n
strictly defined here mathematically, refers to the number
parameters that are needed to define a feature. For exam
in a 2D static image a contour segment is a one-dimensio
manifold while a ribbon is two-dimensional.

The primitive level deals with organizing features extract
from the signal level into lower dimensional manifestations
the organizing field. For example, constant curvature segme
1077-3142/99 $30.00
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TABLE 1
Classificatory Structure for Perceptual Organization

2D 3D(21
2D) 2D+ time 3D+ time

Assembly Structures found below Structures found below Structures found below Structures found below
level Large, regular Large, regular Coherent motion grouping, Coherent motion grouping

arrangements arrangements articulated motion grouping non-rigid motion group
[5, 16–18] [19]

Structural Edge & region primitives Co-parametric surfaces, boundaries Flow types & boundaries Flow streams & bounda
level Ribbons, corners, merges, Parallel, continuous patches, Flow type grouping, Groups of flow streams

polygons, closed regions tetrahedral vertex combinations correlated motion grouping correlated motion gro
[5, 7, 11, 20–24, 28–37] [25] [26, 27]

Primitive Regions, edge chains Surface patches & clusters Optic flow patches 3D flow patches
level Surface faces, contour Co-parametric surfaces, Swirls, vortices, sinks, Vortices, swirls, sinks,

segments occlusion detection sources sources
[20, 38, 39] [25, 40] [41–43]

Signal Dots, pixels 3D points, range Moving points/pixels Moving 3D points
level Dot clusters, edge chains, Surface patches, discontinuities, Coherent pixel, motion Coherent motion group

regions, texture patches point clusters groups
[38, 44–50, 52–56] Range segmentation work [50, 51]
Note. Each cell has three rows. The first row lists some of the typical features to be organized at this level and dimension set. The second row lists some
typical output organizations from modules at this level and dimension. The third row lists some of the representative work in this area.
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and region boundaries built from edge maps are 1D manif
embedded in 2D; surfaces are 2D manifolds in 3D. Hence,
stant curvature segments and surfaces constitute primitive-
organizations in their respective domains.

At the structural level the organized features have the s
dimensionality as that of the space in which they are being
ganized. Ribbons and closed regions are 2D manifestatio
2D and, therefore, represent structural-level features for 2D
ganization.

The assembly level is concerned with further organizing
structural-level features. Organizations such as parallel se
ribbons or boxes constitute the assembly level for 2D group

We use this classificatory matrix (Table 1) to group the p
work in perceptual organization. The information in each ce
the matrix shown in Table 1 is arranged as follows. The first
lists some of the typical features to be organized at this leve
sensor signal dimensionality. The second row lists some typ
output organizations from modules at this level and dimens
The third row lists some of the representative work in this a
None of these lists are exhaustive; this is just a samplin
convey a statistical impression.

Based on the review of the recent work listed in Table 1
the pre-1993 work reviewed in [15], we offer the following o
servations.

1. The work in the past six years (1993–1999) continue
follow the pattern established prior to 1993. Most of the wor
perceptual organization has been at 2D at the signal, prim
and structural levels, with increased emphasis on the struc

level. Perceptual organization work in 2D and motion has n
yet seriously ventured past the signal and primitive levels.
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2. Most work in perceptual organization for 2D images h
concentrated on extracting continuous contours by grouping
age pixels, using primarily the properties of proximity and c
tinuity [30, 38, 47, 52, 53, 55]. Of the work in perceptual o
ganization with extended primitives, such as lines or arcs,
effort has been mostly to form simple, small groups of prim
tives such as parallels [22], convex outlines [31], ellipses
28], and rectangles [7, 23, 24]. We believe this is partly du
the rarity of fast computational frameworks in which to for
large assembly-level groups.

3. GENESIS OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

On June 26, 1998, the First International Workshop on P
ceptual Organization in Computer Vision was held in Sa
Barbara, California, in conjunction with CVPR–98.1 This meet-
ing was sponsored by the PAMI Technical Committee of
IEEE Computer Society and was a huge success. Approxim
60 attendees heard 21 paper presentations. To encourage
lectual interaction, talks were limited to about 10 min. ea
with nearly as much time for questions and discussion follo
ing. Never did the discussion exhaust before the time for
next presentation arrived. The closing session was a spi
discussion of more than an hour on the status of perceptua
ganization as a research topic, its role in vision systems,
where we should go (as a subcommunity) from here.
ot1 The proceedings of the workshop are available online at http://marathon.
csee.usf.edu/˜sarkar/pocv.html.
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An outgrowth of the workshop is this special issue. Althou
the special issue was planned to coordinate with the worksh
submissions were invited from anyone working in the broad a
of perceptual organization in computer vision. We received
fine papers, of which 7 were selected, following a rigorous p
review process, to be included in this issue.

4. THE WORK IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

The papers in this special issue, like most contempor
work in perceptual organization, deal with 2D images. Sye
Mahmood’s texture saliency work can be placed at the 2D sig
and primitive levels, because of her use of extended texture p
itives. The contributions of Crevier and of Casadei and Mit
are at the 2D primitive level. Lee and Medioni provide a unif
ing framework (and an unpronounceable title) that cuts acr
the 2D signal, primitive, and structural levels. Saund’s work o
erates primarily at the 2D structural level. Selinger and Nels
as well as Amir and Lindenbaum, offer mechanisms that ena
large 2D assembly-level organizations; the first using expl
object models while the second does not.

Each paper in this special issue offers novel ideas, som
which should find application in other contexts. Taken togeth
they offer a good picture of the contemporary work in perce
tual organization. Syeda-Mahmood describes a novel tex
saliency measure that attempts to duplicate human judgm
of visual saliency. This texture saliency measure is then use
identify interesting regions in images.

Crevier provides a probabilistic underpinning to the pro
lem of grouping collinear segments. Previous work in colline
grouping has used pairwise probabilistic characterizati
whereas Crevier models the nonaccidental occurrence oN
collinear segments.

Amir and Lindenbaum start from the interesting premise th
background features are less organized and hence are more
ily detected than foreground objects. Their grouping proce
by sequentially identifying and eliminating the background fe
tures.

Lee and Medioni put their voting based algorithm for poin
line segments, and junctions into an elegant framework base
saliency tensors. Their results demonstrate that grouping ba
on even the simple principles of proximity and collinearity ca
provide substantial leverage.

Selinger and Nelson demonstrate the importance of percep
organization in object recognition with a working system.
hierarchy of grouping processes that culminates in context-pa
groups is used to control the combinatorics of recognition.

Saund offers a mechanism incorporating both local feat
associations and global stability information to group conto
across occlusions.

Casadei and Mitter employ graph-theoretical techniques
extract closed chains of contour segments. Of particular inte

is the novel strategy used to control the combinatorics of t
search process.
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A few of the recurrent themes emerging from the papers
this special issue, which we believe will prove important in t
future, are (i) the statistical (probabilistic) modeling of salie
feature associations, (ii) the use of models to drive the group
(top–down), at least at the assembly level, and (iii) the con
of the combinatorics of the grouping process using voting
search–prune strategies.

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

It is our conviction that the area of perceptual organizat
is poised for increased activity and interest as we realize
importance of a robust intermediate-level grouping proces
the design of artificial vision systems operating with large nu
bers of object models. Based on the discussion at the S
Barbara workshop and our own experience, we believe the
lowing are some of the major fundamental issues in percep
organization that will be important in the future. We are ce
tainly not sufficiently intrepid to attempt to predict the future; w
are just suggesting some promising avenues for future rese
into this most exciting and intriguing problem of perceptu
organization.

1. The role of learning in perceptual organization: Is it pos-
sible to learn to group features in a domain? Is perceptual o
nization domain dependent? Can we automatically choose
right features to group for a particular domain?

2. The use of object models: The dependence of perceptu
organization on object models is an open issue. It is commo
believed that object models should affect the grouping of lo
level features, especially to form large groups. However, me
anisms to achieve this without reducing the solution to mo
matching are rare. Some recent efforts in this direction are th
of Nelson and Selinger [5, 37] and Havaldaret al. [34]. In these
formalisms the object matching problem is intertwined with t
higher-level grouping processes.

3. Perceptual organization in 3D: The role of perceptual orga
nization in understanding range image data will increase in
portance as range acquisition devices become cheaper, por
(or mobile), and readily available. Vision system developers w
want to extract meaningful features from range images for rec
nition, navigation, change detection, and more.

4. Quality measures: We must begin to grapple with objec
tive means of evaluation of perceptual organization algorith
Clearly, the value of a technique can best be assessed in con
perhaps only in the framework of a full system [57]. But, at t
very least, we assert that the objective evaluation and compar
of these techniques demands community attention.

5. Perceptual organization of motion sequences: Frame-by-
frame analysis has been the dominant mode in motion stud
Present day desktop computers are sufficiently fast and h
enough memory to undertake the analysis of motion based

hespatio-temporal volumes, which generally exhibit more struc-
ture and organization than do individual 2D frames.
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We hope you enjoy the papers in this special issue and that
inspire, motivate, and facilitate your own efforts in comput
vision generally, and in perceptual organization specifically.
also hope that you accept our thoughts, predictions, and
ommendations in the spirit in which they are intended—as
exercise in thought provocation. The directions in which we
a research subcommunity actually move will be determined
the statistical aggregation of our individual needs, opportunit
and discoveries yet to be seen—and more than a little by the
terests of our collective sponsors. But it is always nice to h
some idea of where one is sailing, even if one is not entirely
command of the vessel!

Enjoy and best wishes in your own research endeavors!
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